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by Paige Gardner Smith

Carry Along for Camping
Little hands are often too small to help assemble the tent, 

build a campfire or launch the boat, but there are ways 
that they can make the most of a camping adventure.   

Equipping them with tools they can use and toys for their 
down time ensures that camp time is a success from roll 
up to tent strike. With gear and toys designed especially 
for kids, the littlest campers can make their own outdoor 
experience the most fun ever – rain or shine. From in-tent 
entertainment to wilderness exploration, help the younger 

set get into the great outdoors in style with the 
following recommendations!

Carry Along for Camping

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Backyard Safari 
Cargo Vest
(Summit)

You never know what you’re going to 
need on a wilderness journey. Flashlight, 
whistle, magnifying glass, compass, field 
guide, fishing line and a snack all deserve a 
place on the hiking list. But taking a back-
pack on and off to fish out what you need 
in the moment takes time away from the 
real adventure.  Rugged and adjustable for size, the Backyard Safari 
Cargo Vest features roomy cargo pockets (plus six D rings and two 
shoulder straps) to hang, stow, and carry every kid’s camping and 
trail-blazing gear. Taking the adventure way beyond the back yard, 
the Backyard Safari Cargo Vest keeps a kid’s outdoor essentials right 
at their fingertips!

National Geographic 
Starry Night Lantern
(Uncle Milton)

For the littlest campers, nighttime in the 
great outdoors is often when the real adventure 
begins! And every parent knows that no child is 
immune to the desire to hold a flashlight or lan-
tern in the darkness. The Starry Night Lantern 
offers kids two ways to control the light in the 
night!  It carries and functions like a normal lan-
tern, ideal for carrying on nighttime walks and navigating the campsite. 
But once back inside the RV or tent, the illumination doesn’t end.  With 
the flip of a switch, the light projects through a star field dome on the 
lantern top to cast the constellations on the walls and ceiling. Kids don’t 
have to miss starry nights even in overcast or rainy weather.  Illuminat-
ing in more ways than one, the Starry Night Lantern is a brilliant tool 
for lighting up overnight camping!

Mickey Mouse 
Camper’s Playset
(Fisher-Price)

Taking along the best toys to 
entertain very young campers should 
be an important part of the planning 
and packing for family camping trips.  
Little legs can’t hike all day, and 
there’s usually an expiration hour for 
toddlers and tykes when they just get 
‘camped out’ and need some toy time.  The Mickey Mouse Camper’s 
Playset lets little ones continue their camping adventure on familiar 
pretend-play turf as they mirror their outdoor adventures on a small 
scale.  With a cool camper that opens up into a campsite with all the 
essentials, Mickey and his pal Pluto can enjoy rafting, cookouts, 
stargazing and more with all the included accessories that guarantee a 
great camping experience.  The vehicle closes up with the gear stowed 
inside, ready to get back on the road to the next campsite!

Camp Board Game
(Education Outdoors)

When the family hike is over, 
the fish and camp stew are cooking 
and the fireflies are joining the sunset 
crowd, it’s the perfect time to roll out 
the Camp Board Game. Loaded with 
fun facts about the great outdoors, 
the wilderness adventure continues 
with friends and family around the 
campfire (or tent lantern)! Designed with a broad age range of 
players in mind, this board game offers four different skills levels 
on each playing card with the easiest questions for very young 
children to more challenging tasks for teens and adults. Rolling the 
dice and navigating the footprints along the trails with the goal of 
getting to “Camp” first, the Camp Board Game is the first thing to 
unpack when the chores are done!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama.  More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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        A Page in a Book
The Gift of Grandfathers
Grandfathers often have the special gift of wisdom and extra attention to share 

with our children. For children who are blessed to know their grandfatherly forebears, 
they often gain the benefits of their grandfather’s life experiences and memories 
through those rare and treasured interactions. Getting to know their grandfathers is 
a vital part of children’s lives as they work to assemble their understanding of how 
families are made and grown, how each relationship is different and special. The fol-
lowing titles explore the unique connections between children and their grandfathers 
in beautiful, loving and poignant ways.

Max and the Tag-Along Moon
by Floyd Cooper (Philomel / Penguin Books for Young Readers)

At the end of Max’s visit with his Grandpa, the hardest part is saying goodbye.  As their last hug 
is framed by the rising full moon, his Grandpa says, “That ‘ol moon will always shine for you…on 
and on!” And true enough, as the family drives away, Max watches his Grandpa recede from view 
while the moon waxes large.  Through all the twists and turns of the drive the moon plays peek-a-
boo, yet it is always there. But when the clouds arrive, the moon is hidden and Max isn’t sure that it’s 
shining anymore. Missing his Grandpa AND the moon, Max lies in bed worrying about the absence 
of both until a gentle light begins to fill his bedroom, keeping his Grandpa’s promise. A lovingly il-
lustrated testament to a relationship that is constant despite the challenges of time and distance, ‘Max 
and the Tag-Along Moon’ is gentle support for kids missing a grandparent.

Joone
by Emily Kate Moon (Dial)

Joone revels in the life she shares with her Grandpa in his homey yurt.  Narrating the ways 
they spend their days, Joone offers a child’s eye view of the ways that her grandfather finds a bal-
ance between play and parenting.  Her words reveal bits of her Grandpa’s life (before he was old) 
showing that she’s paying attention to who he was, as well as who he is.  With lively illustrations 
and spare text, readers will appreciate the blending lives of a loving grandfather moving slowly 
through the day while his adventuresome, full of zest granddaughter runs, climbs and swims with 
enough energy for both of them. 

Zayde Come to Live
by Sheri Sinykin, Illustrated by Kristina Swarner (Peachtree)
Rachel thinks she knows why her Zayde (grandfather) has come to live with her and her family. 

Although no one has told her, she knows because he is dying.  He is no longer able to play hide-
and-seek, or catch a ball without getting tired.  He runs out of breath when he reads to Rachel, so 
she reads to him.  While she’s aware that she will eventually lose her Zayde, she’s more worried 
about what will happen to him when he dies.  She doesn’t know who to ask until the family’s rabbi 
visits. The answers she receives are reassuring and allow her to focus on every moment, every breath 
that she can still share with her Zayde before the end.  The title alone, ‘Zayde Comes to Live’, is 
an optimistic message leading a powerful story recommended for kids who are facing the loss of a 
grandparent or elder relative. 

by Paige Gardner Smith

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com. 


